
 

 
2020 Vision 
It is now 2020, but when it comes to markets' economic 
cycles and geopolitical changes, having perfect vision is 
not realistic. Too many variables. 
  
This time last year, markets had endured their worst 
December since 1970 and investors were bracing 
themselves for recession. By March, the US Federal 
Reserve had altered its plans for higher interest rates.  
At this stage of the current rather unusual economic 
cycle, the mood of financial markets can be prone to 
sudden change. In 2019, we have seen episodes of 
volatility resulting from flashpoints in US/China trade 
tensions, fears of a global slowdown and, at home, the 
threat of a no-deal Brexit and a General Election.  
 
US Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell confirmed 
that his Committee had reversed course on its program 
of interest rate hikes, to counter slowing economic 
growth. As recently as September 2018, the Fed had 
been forecasting three increases for 2019. Instead, the 
opposite happened and the Committee completed an 
about-turn by cutting interest rates in July, September 
and October.  
 
The result was good news for the market. As we are led 
to believe what happens in America, the world’s largest 
economy, has implications globally. So, the return to 
easier monetary policy was a key driver of last year’s 
gains. It was also good news for the consumer, with 
lower interest rates helping to fuel wage increases and 
household spending. This allowed the US economy to 
fend off the worst effects of a deepening recession in 
manufacturing.  
 
It is looking like the Bank of England may follow suit this 
year, but much will depend on Boris and Brexit. 
 
Global Issues  
Geopolitics will remain an issue in 2020, in particular, 
one man who particularly approved of the Fed’s 
interest rate cut and that is Donald Trump, the US 
President who is aiming for a second term in the Oval 
Office this November.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The legacy of Trump’s early tenure has been an unusual 
one. The President has supervised a record economic 
expansion (by length) that has proved more resilient 
than many predicted. 
It has been both 
helped (through tax 
cuts) and hindered (by 
trade wars) as a result 
of his own initiatives. 
No President who has 
enjoyed 
unemployment of less than 7.4% has ever failed to be 
re-elected, and the US figure is currently 3.5%, its 
lowest level since 1969. Equally, none of them faced 
the threat of impeachment.  
 
The Presidential election will be a key determinant of 
the path of global markets in 2020 and another four 
years of Trump may, surprisingly, be investors’ 
preferred outcome. 
 
Trade Wars 
 A related issue is the trade war with China, which was 
the biggest driver of market uncertainty in 2019. It’s 
clear that tensions run deep, with the US aiming to 
protect its position as the dominant global superpower 
in the face of unprecedented Chinese expansion. As a 
result, the issue is likely to extend to this year’s 
presidential election and beyond. However, for all of 
the rhetoric, it’s clear that both sides are cautious 
about the impact on growth.  
 
Wars 
This can be a big driver in global markets as we have 
seen in the past with the two Gulf Wars. 
 
Instability in the Middle East will continue to play on Oil 
Price and safe-haven assets such as Gold and other 
precious metals. 
 
Trump's latest spat with Iran seems to have cooled off 
for the time being but one does not know what in the 
long run may come of this, especially if he is re-elected. 
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UK  
From the UK investor’s perspective, the other major 
issue that refuses to disappear is Brexit. In December, 
the market enjoyed its best day in three years following  

the General 
Election, and the 
new Government 
has wasted little 
time in attempting 
to “get Brexit 
done”. But for all 

of the optimism, a Withdrawal Agreement is just the 
beginning. Discussions to follow – on trade and the 
nature of any future relationship with the EU – will be 
complex and have been made even more so by the 
Prime Minister’s timescales. The outlook is a little bit 
clearer, but the uncertainty is not yet over for UK 
companies.  
 
Last summer, many predicted that the bull (or rising) 
market was finally coming to an end. Evidence was 
building of a recession in the manufacturing sector. 
However, with news of a preliminary trade deal 
between the US and China, combined with 
expectations of a more orderly Brexit, economic 
forecasts have been revised upward. The bull market 
rumbles on.  
 
Earnings expectations in the equity market remain 
cautious. In the UK, the reduced risk of a “no-deal” 
scenario helps to alleviate the uncertainties that faced 
UK businesses last year, while a trade truce is good for  
exporters. If earnings are higher than anticipated when 
share prices rise, they should be supportive of equity 
markets. Share buybacks also remain close to record 
levels. 
 
 
 
 
 

Pensions Lifetime allowance  
As the November Budget was cancelled due to the 
General Election, we are awaiting a formal 
announcement. However, with the Lifetime allowance 
for 2020/2, this is expected to be about £1,073,000. 
 
The September CPI figure was 1.7% and this means that 
the current lifetime allowance of £1,055,000 will rise in 
2020/21 and should be £1,073,000. 
 
Pensions Tapered Annual Allowance   
Members of a Pension Scheme could receive a tax bill if 
their pension savings exceed limits set by HM Revenue 
and Customs (HMRC). These limits are known as the 
annual allowance. The tapered annual allowance was 
introduced in April 2016 with the intention of reducing 
pension tax relief for high earners. It applies to those 
with adjusted incomes (taxable income and pension 
savings) of over £150,000 and threshold incomes 
(taxable income excluding the value of pension savings) 
of over £110,000.  
 
The rate of reduction in the annual allowance (from the 
current maximum of £40,000) is by £1 for every £2 that 
the adjusted income exceeds £150,000, up to a 
maximum reduction of £30,000 at £210,000. This 
means an individual's tapered annual allowance will be 
between £40,000 and £10,000.  
 
We can HELP you! 
If you wish to review your current investments please 
seek advice. Cansdales Ltd can guide you through 
complex areas by providing Independent advice and 
solutions to many problems. We can also review your 
existing arrangements. 

To find out more about any of the above, please contact: 
John Thornton MBA APFS CFPTM Chartered MCSI 

Director Financial Services 
Cansdales Ltd, Bourbon Court, Nightingales Corner, Little Chalfont HP7 9QS 
01494 765428   01494 763911 johnt@cansdales.co.uk 
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